


FLASH SALE EMAIL SEQUENCE
Flash sales have been hot this year - probably because most marketers have adopted lower 
end products in their sales funnels.

Typically, how it works is you have a lower priced product, something between $5 and $20, that 
you use to start off the relationship with a customer.

Then, after they buy, you present upsell offers to them ranging from $30 to $100.  There might 
be one or two upsells, all congruent with the front end offer in the funnel.

And the best way to encourage someone to buy…  Offer the front end product at a discount.

Now, back when I drove truck for Pepsi, we used to do this in the supermarkets all the time.  
We’d do a Pepsi Cube promotion, where a store would buy it in at $5 a cube, and then turn 
around and sell it for $3.99.

They lost money on the deal, of course, but customers would buy all the rest of their groceries 
so they’d make that money back in spaces.

The Pepsi sale was just a reason for them to get in front of their customers again…

That’s how Flash Sales work.  You introduce a discounted price for a few days.  Then, after you 
send out 4 emails about it, you take it away!

With a Flash Sale, you’re employing two HUGE motivators for people - a discount and fear of 
loss.

It’s well documented that using the words words ‘discount’ and ‘deal’ psychologically trigger a 
person to think in terms of buying.  And then, to close down the sale, you inject their fear of loss 
into the mix, because your customer is ‘losing’ the discount that they could have received! 

This email sequence plays on both of those psychological buying triggers, and couples them 
with proven headlines and body copy that you can copy and paste into your autoresponder!

Now, the following sequence should be used:

• When you’re discounting a front end product heavily to spur sales
• If you’re looking to re-engage your list after a long product promo, like a multi-video 

launch
• When you are testing a new upsell funnel and need to see what happens when 

buyers start moving through it.

Now, this sequence is pretty short, only being 4 emails long.  We want to introduce the discount, 
establish value, and then close it down in a matter of 3 days.
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Day 3 has two emails that go out.  They’re timed, so you’re going to send on in the morning and 
another in the afternoon, to remind folks that the discount is going away, and to hit people in 
other timezones.

The emails are very to the point, and they don’t waste a whole lot of time.

The premise of the following sequence is simple:

1. We want to get the email opened…
2. Establish that a very good product is discounted heavily…
3. We want our subscribers to click to the sales page…
4. And ultimately, we want them to buy whatever it is we’re selling so they can go 

through the upsell sequence.

NOTE: Feel free to edit these emails as you see fit.  You know your market and your list.  Use 
the following template as a guide.  We’re in 14 different markets and this template is used in 
each when we do a flash sale…

Let’s get into it!

The template variables:
This template uses a few variables for the sequence…  Make sure to know what you’re going to 
add for each!

#YourName
#ProductName
#ProductType (What is it? A video course?  And ebook?  A membership?)
#ProductTopic (A few words about the what your product or service is about...)
#SalesPage
#FlashSalePrice
#RetailPrice
#Benefit1
#Benefit2
#Benefit3
#Benefit4
#Benefit5
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The Email Template:

Email 1:
(sent first day of the Flash Sale Promotion)

Subject: Flash Sale!

Body:

I've got something really, really special for 
you today and I can't wait to show you...

Starting today, we're running a flash sale on 
our best selling #ProductType, 
#ProductName.

Click the link below to get access:

#SalesPage

Now, I don't know how long this is going to be 
up, but I can tell you it won't be long.

It's rare that we run this kind of promotion, 
so I want to make sure you get it...

In #ProductName, you'll discover:

#Benefit1
#Benefit2
#Benefit3
#Benefit4
#Benefit5

For a very limited time, you can get access 
to all of this for only #FlashSalePrice!

Click the link below now to lock in your 
discount:

#SalesPage

Talk soon,

#YourName
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Email 2:
(send one day after the previous Flash Sale Promotion Email)

Subject: This won't last forever...

Body:

Grab this deal on #ProductName while it's 
still up:

#SalesPage

Normally it's #RetailPrice and it's one of our 
best selling #ProductType products.

Today though, you can grab it at a considerable 
discount here:

#SalesPage

At best, we have another day or so with this sale, 
so if you're looking to get into #ProductTopic 
make sure you grab it before it's too late!

Talk soon,

#YourName

Email 3
(send one days after the previous Flash Sale Promotion Email - at 7AM)

Subject: Bad News

Body:

I hate to break it to you, but today's the final day 
for the Flash Sale.

I know, I know... We were just getting into it.

All good things must come to an end though, and this 
Flash Sale is included in that.
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What you'll discover in #ProductName is exactly how 
to #ProductTopic better!

Just some of the things you'll discover are:

#Benefit1
#Benefit2
#Benefit3
#Benefit4
#Benefit5

And that's not all...

There are some big takeaways and huge lessons in there 
that will help you find success much faster than if 
you go it alone.

Just think about all the resources that you'll be 
wasting if you try it out on your own...

Time. Money. Confidence.

Is it really worth it NOT to invest in your success?  
Especially when that investment is only #FlashSalePrice.

After tonight at midnight, the price goes back 
up to #RetailPrice…

Click the link below to get started now!

#SalesPage

Talk soon,

#YourName

Email 4
(send 13 hours after the previous Flash Sale Promotion Email - at 8PM)

Subject: FINAL WARNING

Body:

Hey!

You've got less than 4 hours to grab this, while 
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it's still at a massive discount:

#SalesPage

After midnight, the price goes back up to #RetailPrice 
so act fast!

#YourName

Next Steps…
After you run the “Flash Sale Campaign,” you should piggyback either a bonding sequence, or 
the next product in your lineup afterwards..

The most crucial part of the process is the upsell sequences, though.  Most likely, your flash 
sale was done for a front end product - a report or a video course…

The folks who bought your flash sale offer, but didn’t buy the upsells should be receiving emails 
catering specifically to them!

Here’s an article on automating your lists here: Monetizing Your List The Smart Way With Rules

Inside Scriptly, we have many more cut-and-paste promotional sequences ready for you to 
use, just like the one above…

The only difference?  The copy writes itself for you!  All you have to do is fill in a short form and 
the rest takes care of itself…

Click here to watch the demo video >>

If you need anything at all, please let me know at support@scriptly.org.

Talk soon!

— Jason Drohn
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